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Abstract

Narratives are used by the states to create an environment in which foreign policy takes place. The US, over the years, has framed the war on terror and its relations with Pakistan in a specific way to justify its foreign policy goals. It has used coercion as well as enticements in order to force Pakistan to fulfill its foreign policy wish-list. Pakistan which has over the years been on the receiving end of these narratives has displayed unprecedented counter-narrative strategy. Applying Neoclassical Realism as a theoretical paradigm, this paper maps the continuity and change in the narrative and counter-narrative strategies of the US and Pakistan.
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Introduction

Official and semi-official statements and policy decisions shape the political environment and impact the process through which states and nations interact with each other. The narratives have the power to sway public opinion and frame a debate around an issue that changes dynamics of politics among states and nations. Communication has changed power dynamics in the twenty-first century since it is vital to comprehend and approach the international politics. With the advent of media and social media, the public discourse and political narratives have a larger impact on how the governments chalk out their foreign policy. The new media environment, too,
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have changed the way communication takes place between states. It has also changed the way diplomacy works internationally.¹

Manuel Castells’ work *Communication Power*, explores how media technologies enable change in the network patterns and impact the way public and states process and utilise narratives for their political and social gain.² His main work is to elaborate how big powers use narratives to achieve their goals in the international arena.³ For instance, how the US administration used the narratives before the Iraq war to justify its intervention. The war in Afghanistan with its continued narrative is another similar case.

Though spanning over about seventy years, two occasions were significant for Pak-US relations. First, when the US provided support to the Mujahedeen in the Afghan-Soviet war and second, America’s ‘War on Terror.’ These two wars were significant to both Pakistan and the US. Islamabad cooperated with Washington for its own interests. However, the mechanics of cooperation were different. What goes behind the wars that the US and Pakistan have fought, are the narratives projected by both the states to justify their foreign policy decisions at home and abroad.

This paper analyses how the Trump administration has employed narratives in its dealing with Pakistan on key issues. The article also maps Pakistan’s strategy to counter the American narrative.

**Domestic-Systemic Linkage and Neoclassical Realism**

Applying neoclassical realist theory of International Relations, this paper elucidates how the US has interacted with Pakistan. It also explores the options and narrative Pakistan has employed to answer the US back. Neoclassical realism takes into account not just the way states interact with each other at the systemic level but also the domestic level intervening variables that determines the way states act in the international politics. The
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intervening variables range from leaders’ perception, strategic culture, state-society relations and the domestic institutions.

Domestic intervening variables vary in their nature and influence foreign policy decisions and decision-making process. For instance domestic pressure in response to the attacks on the Twin Towers made the US invade Afghanistan. Public sentiment and the public opinion played great role in forming and legitimising the US decision to invade Afghanistan. Similarly, its institutional capabilities and domestic resources played the role for the US to take the decision to invade Afghanistan.

At the system and domestic levels, the situation for the US has since changed a lot. The focus is less on continuing the war in Afghanistan and more on reducing its forces there. This change in behaviour has many systemic and domestic explanations in the Neo-classical Realist Theory that particularly deals with the domestic variables in the foreign policy decision making.

While the US as a great power has had its own way of following its interests, Pakistan, too, has pursued its goals albeit carefully. As the *Innenpolitiker* — the ones who believe that domestic interest groups have stakes and say in foreign policy — are of the view that the most important element for any state before making the foreign policy decision is to understand and determine its position in the international system. The place in the system defines as well as limits the policy options domestically. However, neo-classical realists are of the view that *Innenpolitik* can better elucidate the foreign policy choices during high-stakes external challenges.

The US war in Afghanistan’, which has entered in its nineteenth year, is a war that forces Pakistan and the US to collaborate. The collaboration was
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important because both saw each other’s cooperation in Afghanistan as an important step towards achievement of the foreign policy and security goals. However, in this collaboration, there also exists a permanent rift on the strategy to address Afghan conundrum.\(^8\)

This paper explores how a great power-cum-hegemon like the US and a small power, like Pakistan\(^9\) communicate and use narratives in order to pursue and achieve their foreign policy goals. The narratives in this relationship have also been used as a method of bargaining. This paper maps the continuity and change in the US foreign policy towards Pakistan in the light of the statements given by President Trump and the response from the Pakistani leadership.

**Onset of Trump Administration’s South Asia Strategy**

Pakistan was portrayed and projected in a specific way throughout the US war in Afghanistan — from an ally to a friend and then to a “frenemy.”\(^10\) On many occasions, during the presidency of Bush and Obama, Pakistan was portrayed as a part of the problem but still an important country to work with. This consistent collaboration and negative framing has affected Pakistan’s image as well as its relations with the US. It is important to note that President Obama never visited Pakistan in his two tenures in office.\(^11\) That speaks about Obama administration’s approach towards the alliance and relations with
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Pakistan: the US most important ally in Afghanistan. Nonetheless, the 2011 Osama Bin Laden and Salala incidents severely damaged the already “transactional relations”\(^\text{12}\) of Pakistan and the US.

In this backdrop, the Trump administration came up with its strategy towards Afghanistan and South Asia\(^\text{13}\) which had declared to keep Pakistan in the loop. President Trump from the very outset of his electoral campaign, vouched for the idea of withdrawing troops from Afghanistan. In his campaign, he reassured that the US troops should be brought back home and more should be spent on the American people instead of spending on the costly wars overseas with no apparent end in sight, referring to wars in Afghanistan and Syria.\(^\text{14}\) As the neoclassical realists note, the perception of leaders matters the most in the foreign policy response to a systemic stimulus.\(^\text{15}\) In his election campaign, Trump’s image as a leader was, and still is, of a leader who takes into account the cost and benefit — a leader with a diverse background of business, real estate and media. He also loathes several decisions taken by the Obama administration.\(^\text{16}\) Therefore, for Trump, the most important issue has been to wind up the costly and longest American wars overseas.\(^\text{17}\) In doing so, the Trump administration seemed to be musing with the idea of keeping India as an ally and a counter weight to China.\(^\text{18}\) Trump while announcing his South Asia strategy also mentioned about giving larger role to India.\(^\text{19}\) This did not come along well
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with the Pakistan authorities who have been collaborating with the US for almost two decades and bore the brunt of the war in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{20} The apprehensions and displeasure were conveyed from Islamabad on the new strategy.\textsuperscript{21}

**US ‘Framing’ of Pakistan in 2017**

The year 2017 started off with an expected tough US stance vis-à-vis Pakistan.\textsuperscript{22} The misunderstandings had taken deep roots already in the Obama administration. The Trump administration, at first, thought of continuing with the already existing foreign policy templates in Washington regarding Pakistan. Initially, the reports in the media quoted the American officials that the US would toughen its stance on Pakistan in order to achieve the results in Afghanistan. It was also reported that the US might also expand its drone strikes in Pakistan which had been an issue of concern for both the state and nation of Pakistan.\textsuperscript{23} In a weekly briefing, Nafees Zakaria, Pakistan’s Foreign Office Spokesperson was quoted saying that the drone strikes violate Pakistan’s sovereignty and Pakistan attaches importance to its relations with the US.\textsuperscript{24} The statement was, in diplomatic words, a message from Pakistan that the drone strikes would not be welcomed although Pakistan wants amicable relations with the US.

The year 2017 also saw the speedy development on Indo-US strategic partnership that ‘framed’ Pakistan, once again, in the terrorists supporting countries list. The White House statement titled, *United States and India: Prosperity through Partnership* stated that “the leaders called on Pakistan to ensure that its territory is not used to launch terrorist attacks on other countries. They further called on Pakistan to expeditiously bring to justice the perpetrators of the 26/11 Mumbai, Pathankot and other cross-border
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terrorist attacks perpetrated by Pakistan-based groups.” The Pakistani authorities expressed their concern on the statement saying that “the statement aggravates the already tense situation.” Prime Minister Imran Khan, who, much like the US President Trump, believes in using technology for policy statements, took to social media, Twitter and said in a tweet that, “Trump-Modi statement has removed fig leaf of morality and justice in the US foreign policy which is now only based on arms sales and financial gains.” The Pakistani stance on the American statements and narratives was befitting and spontaneous.

It was in the same thread of tweets that Pakistani Prime Minister told the US administration that it was not India but Pakistan that shared border with Afghanistan and the US should not allow India an interventionist role in Afghanistan. Khan, is perhaps the first Prime Minister of Pakistan who actively use social media, especially twitter, to counter the narrative being projected by the leader of a great power. Earlier, it was the US which called the shots and ‘framed’ Pakistan the way it liked in statements as well as on social media. Pakistan’s way of countering it was through electronic media’s talk shows and interviews given by the leadership.

The year 2017 saw the start of Pakistan’s counter-narrative strategy and contestation of the narrative projected by the US vis-à-vis Pakistan. The same tweets, considered to be the policy statements of PM Khan, also categorically cautioned the Trump administration that their strategy in Afghanistan was bound to fail if the US continued to pursue it. This proactive way of narrative contestation was unprecedented in the Pakistan government and statecraft. The changing regional and global dynamics and more strategic options available to Pakistan changed Pakistan’s perspective on narratives as well, countering them was now important. To convey this message in other times would have taken few regular official meetings between the two states. However, the use of the media ecology and social media saved the time and day for Pakistan.

Building Pressure on Pakistan

Trump’s policy of building pressure on Pakistan continued in the same year. In July 2017, the American Senator, John McCain, visited Afghanistan and, while talking to the gathering, said that Pakistan ought to change its behaviour or else the US, as a nation, will change its behavior towards Pakistan.\(^{28}\) The statements of influential Senator McCain were taken seriously in Pakistan. The Foreign Office, in Pakistan, responded to the statement with much concern that the Taliban and the Haqqani network operated from Afghanistan.\(^{29}\) This was to reassert that Pakistan was not looking for any blame game either from the American or the Afghanistan side. The mood from Washington did not look pleasant as far as the statements were concerned and Trump administration, too, seemingly pursued the tough stance on Pakistan, much like Obama administration. The repeated blame game from the American side and the Pakistan’s consistent reply that it was Afghanistan where the problem lies, not in Pakistan, reached its height when the Pentagon blocked Pakistan’s Coalition Support Fund (CSF).\(^{30}\) The support fund was provided to Pakistan for its assistance to the American forces in Afghanistan.

The major hint of the shift that was going to take place between Pakistan and the US took place when Commander, Resolute Support Mission (RSM) and United States Forces in Afghanistan, Gen John W. Nicholson met Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa in July 2017.\(^{31}\) Pakistan raised the concern over the criticism that it faced from the American policy circles and Trump administration. The words, as shown in the archives, from the Pakistani side were much thought over, calculated, yet straight forward.\(^{32}\) The statements that followed the meeting of General Nicholson with General Bajwa were
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calculated. Meanwhile, occasional critical statements and comments continued from the US Congress which wanted Trump to take harder stance on Pakistan.\(^{33}\)

The messages from the US were somewhat mix. On one hand, the US military stressed sustained ties with Pakistan, on the other hand, Trump criticised Pakistan in his first address as Commander-in-Chief of the US army at Fort Myer.\(^{34}\) That was yet another way of strategically using the pressure tactic to force a state that the US thought is not doing enough. The general perception that was being created by the Trump administration vis-à-vis Pakistan was that if the US has not been able to defeat the Taliban it was primarily because of Pakistan. The narrative was once again chalked out by the Trump administration to use it as a pressure tactic against Pakistan.

**Pakistan’s Counter-Narrative**

Pakistan officially adopted a tit-for-tat approach on Trump administration’s statements regarding Pakistan. The politicians were quoted saying that Pakistan would not become the scapegoat in the region and that the US has to take the responsibility of what has been going on in Afghanistan.\(^{35}\) The perception was rampant in Pakistan that the US wanted to blame Pakistan for the troubles that it faced because of its failed strategy in Afghanistan. The strategic community as well as the political community shared the same sentiments in Islamabad.

While Trump took a hard stance on Pakistan, it also seemed that the officials in Washington were not taken on board as far as the statements regarding Pakistan were concerned. The US military officials as well as the then ambassador of the US did the firefighting through statements regarding Pakistan in which Pakistan’s importance in the fight against terror was asserted. The US Ambassador to Pakistan, David Hale met Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif to explain Trump’s “statement on the US policy review on
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South Asia and Afghanistan,” a Pakistani foreign office press release quoted. The firefighting of the US diplomats looked futile in the face of the statements that were to be followed later in 2017 and 2018.

Pakistan Army’s media wing, Inter Services Public Relations (ISPR), quoted General Bajwa, in his meeting with the US ambassador at Army’s General Head Quarters (GHQ) that Pakistan was looking for trust with the US not financial gains. The mood in Islamabad was rapidly changing, in accordance with the kind of narrative that was being projected by the US vis-à-vis Pakistan. Pakistani authorities seemingly chalked out a counter narrative, contrary to what Trump administration was portraying regarding Pakistan. The alternative narrative was that Pakistan would follow its own national security goals. Islamabad also asserted that Washington needed to revise its strategy regarding Afghanistan and keep Pakistan in the loop. The idea was to convey this message and counter the narrative that was damaging Pakistan’s image.

This war of narratives took another turn when Chinese Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, while visiting Pakistan, met the Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua and assured her of Chinese support to Pakistan. He additionally stated that China appreciated Pakistan’s fight against terrorism. The timely visit of Chinese Foreign Minister proved to be a blessing for Pakistan which until then was under criticism from the American side.

The 24th August meeting of Pakistan’s National Security Committee discussed the Trump administration’s South Asia Strategy. “The Committee out rightly rejected the specific allegations and insinuations made against
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Pakistan’s official response to Trump’s South Asia strategy was thought to be befitting. The same month, Pakistan’s Foreign Minister embarked on his three-state visit: China, Russia, and Turkey.\footnote{“FM gets directions from Sharif before embarking on three-nation visit,” Dawn, August 27, 2017.} The idea was to discuss America’s new South Asia strategy with other countries and chalk out a response to it. It was also a signal and a message from Pakistan about the new opportunities that were emerging for Pakistan in the region, and to show Washington that the regional countries too, not just the US, had stakes in Afghanistan. In short, Pakistan was conveying the message that it had other options that were more reliable and less demanding than the US.

The narrative against Pakistan built momentum. The top US commander in a statement said that the US was aware of the presence of Taliban commanders in the Pakistani cities of Quetta and Peshawar.\footnote{“US aware of Afghan Taliban’s presence in Peshawar and Quetta: Gen John Nicholson,” Dawn, August 27, 2017.} The US commanders were pressurising Pakistan in its recent bid to win over regional support, especially with China and Russia. A planned visit of the US top South Asia diplomat, Alice Wells, to Pakistan was postponed. It was reported that the visit was postponed on the request of the Pakistani government. The displeasure by the Pakistan government was evident.\footnote{Naveed Siddiqui, ‘US official’s visit to Islamabad postponed on Pakistan’s request: US Embassy’, Dawn, August 27, 2017.}

The matter of President Trump’s remarks at Fort Myer, were taken up by the Senate and later at the National Assembly of Pakistan. A resolution was passed which unanimously condemned the remarks by the Trump administration.\footnote{“The National Assembly of Pakistan Unanimously rejects the unacceptable targeting of Pakistan by US President Donald Trump,” Resolution 177, National Assembly of Pakistan, August 30, 2017, http://www.na.gov.pk/uploads/documents/questions/1504096058_807.pdf} The resolution also rejected the claims by the US General
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Nicholson.\textsuperscript{45} The matter was also taken up by various national and international media outlets. America’s strategy of arm twisting was rejected by Pakistani state and its people. It also refused to buy the narrative that the US wanted to project regarding Pakistan. These measures taken by Pakistan were the counter-narrative approach to the US policy of framing Pakistan as a country that was supporting the Taliban and was not doing enough in the war against terror.

Optics play a crucial role in international relations and so does the narrative that surrounds them. The joint press conference by visiting Pakistani Foreign Minister Khwaja Asif and the Chinese top diplomat Wang Yi was one such example in September 2017.\textsuperscript{46} It was made clear that both countries shared a common strategy regarding Afghanistan and that Pakistan was strengthening its relations with China. It was also an effort to mobilise the regional narrative on counter-terrorism and to counter the prevailing and dominant US narrative on Afghanistan.

Pakistan-US relations saw some improvement when Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif visited Washington and met his counterpart, Secretary of State, Tillerson. The meeting brought better understanding. However, Khwaja Asif was quoted saying that Pakistan was concerned about India’s role in the new US strategy.\textsuperscript{47} This was unacceptable to Pakistan which had over the decades been concerned and skeptic about Indian role in the regional matters, especially Afghanistan. The Asif-Tillerson meeting also brought in a breakthrough on Afghanistan. Pakistani Foreign Minister was quoted by \textit{Voice of America} that Pakistan would play an important role in starting a quadrilateral dialogue on ending Afghanistan’s war.\textsuperscript{48} The quadrilateral group included Pakistan, China, the US, and Afghanistan.

Pakistan-US relations, in the last few months of 2017 saw a breakthrough when a Canadian couple, kidnapped in 2012, was freed from
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terrorists’ custody in Pakistan. President Trump praised the cooperation with Pakistan and lauded Pakistan’s effort in rescuing the couple. Later in October, same year, Muscat moot on Afghanistan took place in which the representatives of all four countries were present. The moot was a breakthrough on the stalled Afghan peace talks. “Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua, US Assistant Secretary of State Alice Wells and Afghan Deputy Foreign Minister Hekmat Khalil Karzai led their respective delegations.”

The US developed a quite successful narrative about Pakistan’s role in convincing Taliban to talk to Washington about ending the war in Afghanistan. However, the issue was quite puzzling for Pakistan which had earlier twice tried for the peace talks. The Murree Peace Talks, arranged by Pakistan, were called off because of unexpected news of the death of Taliban leader, Mullah Omar. Many in Islamabad considered it a deliberate act to offset peace process. Islamabad once again endeavoured to bring the two sides on negotiation table but this time killing of the new Taliban leader Mullah Mansour, by a drone attack, while he was entering from Iran to Pakistan, once again brought the talks to a standstill. Under these circumstances, restoring peace talks was a risky business for Pakistan. The players in the Afghan game were unpredictable, so was the game itself. Pakistan, since the killing of Mullah Mansour, responded with a counter-narrative that there exists some elements in the US and in Afghanistan who do not want to see peace in the country.

In parallel, Pakistan also engaged in a narrative building about Afghan soil being used by the terrorists to launch attacks against it and started seeking assurance from the US to prevent such cross-border attacks. The masterminds of the worst terrorist attacks in Pakistan were residing in Afghanistan — allegedly getting aid from Indian intelligence agencies. On October 19, 2017, the news came that commander of the notorious terrorist group Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, Omar Khorasani — one of the most wanted terrorists involved in planning deadly attacks in Pakistan — along with other group leaders, was killed in a US drone strike. It was a big news.

Media portrayed his killing as a reciprocal gesture by the US to the rescuing of Canadian couple by the Pakistan forces.

Later in October, the US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson visited Islamabad. Once again, it was noted that there was no change in the US rhetoric regarding Pakistan. The daily *Dawn* quoted, “Tillerson in Pakistan with a tough message on ‘safe havens.’” The ‘safe havens’ mantra was thought to be deliberately used by the US to pressurise Pakistan to ‘do more’ than what Pakistan was already doing. The last two episodes of trust building were a hiccup in the strained relations. Pakistan reciprocated in a similar manner to the Trump administration. The Senate of Pakistan took up the matter and criticised the approach that the US and NATO had adopted to address terrorism. Pakistan’s Foreign Minister, Khawaja Asif told the Senate that Pakistan had made it clear to the US that its strategy in Afghanistan was not working and that it had to rethink about addressing the Afghan issue. He said, “Their failures over the past 16 years [since the war in Afghanistan started] is before them.”

The year 2017 ended with an unprecedented statement by the spokesperson of Pakistan army. In his media briefing on December 28, he said, “It is time Afghanistan and the US to do more for Pakistan,” it was widely quoted by all the leading Pakistani newspapers.

**Tweeting Lies and Deceit: Abysmal Start of 2018**

Trump’s first tweet of 2018 read, “The United States has foolishly given Pakistan more than 33 billion dollars in aid over the last 15 years, and they have given us nothing but lies and deceit, thinking of our leaders as fools. They give safe haven to the terrorists we hunt in Afghanistan, with little help. No more!”
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This was an attempt to internationally humiliate Pakistan and to coerce it into cooperation. The tweet was a strategic move loaded with political rhetoric with a clear message. Pakistani response was of restraint. There was no rapid reply of the tweet. However, the National Security Committee “noted its deep disappointment with some of the recent statements articulated by the American leadership.”

Though Pakistan media went into frenzy over the tweet and deep anguish lurked in the power corridors in Islamabad, yet no fiery official statement came out. Pakistan’s response was calculated in the form of a press release quoted by its Press Information Department.

Trump’s tweet started building a coercive discourse vis-à-vis Pakistan. By early 2018, the US started reasserting India’s stance on Pakistan and brought up the issue of arrest of Hafiz Saeed. The US Department of State’s Spokesperson, Heather Nauert, said that the US regarded Saeed as a terrorist and part of a terrorist organisation. Pakistan reaffirmed that it would take care of Hafiz Saeed issue.

The US, while having tried the pressure from the Afghanistan side, now tried to pressurise Pakistan from the issues related to Pakistan’s eastern border, India. It was another way of framing Pakistan as a country supporting the terror infrastructure.

The attacks in Kabul and elsewhere in Afghanistan continued which undermined the US efforts. “There would be no tolerance for those who offer sanctuary to the terrorist groups,” the US embassy in Afghanistan quoted Tillerson after a deadly attack in January. While tensions continued and war of words became intense, the Pakistani Foreign Office remained
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engaged in back-door-diplomacy with the US. The months to come saw exchange of top diplomats from the US and Pakistan discussing ways to cooperate and move on with the challenges in the relations.

The 2018 was also election year in Pakistan. The new Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government led by Imran Khan was vocal about the US ill-planned war in Afghanistan and calling it a mistake. The US Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, met Khan along with a delegation including top US General, Joseph Dunford. The meetings produced statements which talked of expectations from both sides. Shah Mahmood Qureshi, the newly appointed foreign minister, while talking to the press said that the meetings took place in cordial environment and that it could be seen in the “body language.” He further added that Pakistan’s key concerns were put in forth before the US delegation and that finger pointing will get Pakistan and the US nowhere. Qureshi, in diplomatic words, had informed the Pakistani media that Pakistan had conveyed it to the US that blame game wouldn’t help improve the relations and that there was a need to stop it. Secretary Pompeo while talking to the media said that he wanted to reset the relations with Pakistan. While the official statements were all smiles.

Many in Pakistan were skeptical about the outcome of the talks since Pompeo and General Dunford, after spending few hours with the Pakistani leadership, were scheduled to visit India on a two-plus-two meeting that was going to ink the US-India cooperation in mutual defence. Dawn quoted an unknown senior Pakistani diplomat saying that the cancellation of CSF to
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Pakistan had underscored the future engagement. The US and Pakistan had differences on the strategy to fight the combatants in Afghanistan. Pakistan also had raised the issue that Pakistan would not fight anybody else’s war on its own soil.

The US official visits were reciprocated by Foreign Minister Qureshi, who was in the US to attend 73rd United Nations General Assembly (UNGA). He met his American counterpart and National Security Advisor Bolton. It is noteworthy that parallel to the Pakistan-US official meetings and the consequent statements, think tanks in Washington D.C. continued to play an important role in building narrative around the Pakistan-US relationship. The narratives in these think tank based discussions gave an insight into the mood prevailing in D.C. about Pakistan. The end of 2018 saw another round of criticism on Pakistan by President Trump. His interview with Fox News and his tweets regarding Pakistan aggravated the circumstances for the diplomatic channels which had recovered after number of diplomatic meetings in Islamabad and Washington. The relations and mood in both capitals got strained again. Prime Minister Imran Khan
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took to Twitter and called it “Trump’s false assertions.” The Trump administration was consistent in building consistent pressure on Pakistan. Any ‘tweet from the blue’ could now aggravate the situation. There was skepticism in Islamabad whether these tweets are an outcome of a well thought over plan or a briefing or was it random.

The year 2018, which saw several ups and downs, ended with Trump’s letter to Khan. In the letter, Trump asked for Pakistan’s cooperation and assistance in bringing Taliban to the negotiation table with the US. This letter kick-started a pro-active approach of Trump administration. The US Special Representative to Afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad soon started frequent visits to Pakistan and Afghanistan. In response to his visits, Prime Minister Khan ensured Pakistan’s “abiding interest” in attaining peace in Afghanistan.

While the mood in both capitals changed positively but the war of narratives continued. The Washington Post quoted Imran Khan saying, “We are not your hired gun anymore.” While the US placed Pakistan on the special watch list of religious freedom. The Foreign Office rebuffed the
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step taken by the US State Department, calling it “politically motivated.” Nonetheless, in a major breakthrough Khalilzad and Taliban held a Pakistan aided meeting in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), also attended by the officials from Pakistan, the UAE and Saudi Arabia. The talks continued in 2019. Pakistan’s entry into Financial Action Task Force’s (FATF) grey list remained a bone of contention between the two.

The visit of Prime Minister Khan to the US and his sought-after bilateral meeting with President Trump was an important highlight in Pakistan-US relations. Both leaders met in the Oval Office and talked to the press. The statements that came out of the talks between Khan and Trump were positively received in Washington as well as in Islamabad. Other than Afghanistan, President Trumps offered to mediate on Kashmir. Back in Pakistan, the ruling party called Trump’s offer a diplomatic success.

The year 2019, overall, ended up on a constructive note. There were ups and down but the meetings between both leaders brought understanding on the policy making level. The narratives, however, from the US side kept pressurising Pakistan to do more on the Afghanistan front and to force Taliban to sign the peace deal. On Dec 29, Taliban agreed for a temporary ceasefire in order to let the peace talk conclude.
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Conclusion

Since the time of Obama administration, the US narrative about Pakistan has been that Pakistan has not done enough on the Afghan front. It has used coercion and enticement both. Trump administration, seemingly, has used various narratives to pressurise Pakistan. The withdrawal of the military aid and fierce statements were used against Pakistan to make it follow the American wish-list. Black listing Pakistan on religious freedom, FATF, Taliban sanctuaries, and safe havens of the Taliban commanders in Pakistan were some of the narratives that were used against Pakistan.

However, Pakistani authorities have become cautious of the American wish list vis-à-vis Afghanistan. Pakistani leaders have maintained that Pakistan does not have the leverage over the Taliban the way it did back in 1990s. Also, making it clear that Pakistan would not become the scapegoat in Afghanistan and that the American strategy in Afghanistan has failed. 

In terms of digital diplomacy and narrative building, Prime Minister Khan has saved the day for Pakistan, especially on Twitter. His replies to the tweets of President Trump has set a new precedent in the age of technology. That also sets the mood and counters the one-sided narrative on a range of issues; from monetary aid to safe havens and from fighting terrorism to becoming a partner in the region. The continuity of coercion through statements, as well as through actions, is likely to continue from the American side. Pakistan, on the other hand, has adopted a cautious policy while dealing with the US.
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